Sequence-based epidemiological typing of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) has recently been promoted because it results in unambiguous data sets that can be organized in local and global databases. The replacement of previous typing methods, such as the highly discriminatory pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), has been attempted with various markers and typing schemes, including spa typing and multilocus sequence typing. However, despite a number of advantages, none of these methods showed convincing evidence for performance in epidemiological typing comparable to that of PFGE. By using three sets of 48 MRSA strains comprising isolates that were (i) genetically highly diverse, (ii) genetically related, and (iii) obtained from long-term carriers, we analyzed the performance of the four highly polymorphic S. aureus markers: clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa. Typeability, discriminatory power, in vivo stability, and evolution of these markers were compared to those of PFGE. Clearly, none of the markers alone could match the discriminatory power of PFGE (63 genotypes; index of discrimination of 0.96). Instead, this could be achieved by combining markers in pairs. We showed that by using only 3 partial sequences of approximately 500 bp, the majority of each marker's discriminatory power was displayed, and using the partial sequences, the best performance was obtained with the combination of clfB and spa (57 genotypes; index of discrimination of 0.94). Genetic changes were not observed for any of the sequence markers over a period of 3 years and in the case of partial sequences for a period of more than 4 years. This is in contrast to PFGE where changes occurred after several months. The genetic differences found between isolate pairs of long-term carriers and among highly related isolates indicated clonal evolution. A typing scheme based on 500-bp 3 partial sequences of clfB and spa is proposed.
The quality and use of a typing method are crucial for epidemiological analyses. The epidemiology of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) has in the past been analyzed by an array of different typing methods ranging from phenotypic analyses, such as phage typing, to genetic analyses, e.g., pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) of DNA macrorestriction products. Recently, new DNA sequence-based techniques have been developed and promoted. These new techniques allowed the creation of unambiguous data sets that can repeatedly be created in different laboratories, readily be exchanged between laboratories, and be organized in global databases.
Two different DNA sequence-based S. aureus typing methods have been introduced for which global databases are available. One, spa typing, is based on the highly variable repeat region (X region) of the spa gene (10) . The other, multilocus sequence typing (MLST), is based on 450-to 500-bp DNA fragments of seven moderately variable housekeeping genes (5) .
Epidemiological investigations range from local applications, such as transmission from patient to patient, to global applications, such as the study of internationally circulating "clones." Local investigations require a method based on highly variable markers in order to ensure the best discrimination. A number of studies suggested that spa typing is useful in local investigations because of its great discriminatory power (10, 12, 15) , while an earlier study showed that spa typing was less discriminatory than PFGE (22) . A recent study suggested that discriminatory power could be increased when the spa gene was used in combination with clfB, which contains a highly variable serine-aspartate (SD) repeat region (16) 
Investigations at a global level require a method based on genetic markers which are more stable, such as housekeeping genes, in order to be able to recognize clones. MLST is thus more prone for global investigations, and in addition, it can also be used to analyze the population structure of a bacterial species. Analysis of global S. aureus MLST data sets showed that a limited number of clonal groups of strains, also called clonal complexes (CCs), existed in the population with only a few differences within groups (6) . It also showed that the population structure of S. aureus is predominantly clonal (7) , which confirmed the results of a previous report based on multilocus enzyme electrophoresis data sets (19) . A way to increase the limited resolution within CCs had been to add seven polymorphic cell surface genes (sas genes) to the MLST typing schemes (21) . However, none of the currently available typing methods satisfactorily covered the complete range from local to global applications; thus, depending on the goal of the investigator, different methods have to be applied that cannot easily be compared.
Although DNA sequence-based methods are generally con-sidered superior to other methods as stated above, one problem is that time and cost of analysis increase with the number and size of gene fragments used in a typing scheme. Both constraints hugely influence the choice of a typing method. Therefore, affordable sequence-based typing schemes will have to rely on a small number of loci and their efficient use. This study was designed to set up a typing scheme of S. aureus with the following goals: (i) to investigate outbreaks, (ii) to study endemic situations, and (iii) to follow the dynamics of predominant strains at a local and, if possible, at an international level. So far, PFGE is the current state-of-the-art method for such investigations. However, PFGE is a comparative typing method (24) , the data are not unambiguous (2, 26) , and interlaboratory reproducibility studies highlight the problems of standardization (18) . A sequence-based typing method is definitive and does not suffer from these problems (1) . As a prerequisite for future epidemiological analyses, a new method should perform as well as PFGE to discriminate between isolates, while time and cost of analysis should, in the best case, not be higher than for PFGE. In light of these constraints, a typing scheme based on spa seems to offer a clear advantage, because only one marker gene fragment would have to be sequenced. However, there is confusion about the discriminatory power and thus about its performance in epidemiological typing.
Next to clfB and spa, some other highly polymorphic genes belonging to the same class of cell surface adhesion genes have previously been used for the analysis of MRSA and were proposed as potentially useful markers for typing approaches (11, 17) . For the present study, we selected four polymorphic genes, clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa, for comparison in performance to PFGE and, for a limited number of strains, also to MLST. All four genes contain variable repeat sequences. They are distributed over the entire chromosome, all code for cell wall-associated adhesin proteins (8) , and their nonrepeat regions followed a clonal evolution (17) .
We analyzed three different collections of isolates: (i) a diverse set of MRSA isolates to evaluate the global diversity of markers and typeability; (ii) a clonally related set of MRSA isolates to evaluate the discriminatory power of markers; (iii) 24 pairs of isolates, obtained more than 2 years apart from the same patients, to evaluate the in vivo stability of markers at a local level and to study their in vivo evolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial isolates. (i) Diverse MRSA. Forty-eight isolates from a globally diverse collection were previously analyzed by PFGE, MLST, spa typing, and also using the nonrepeat region of nine adhesion genes (17) . It included 9 isolates of all 6 CCs which are known to comprise MRSA strains, 23 isolates of 12 epidemic clones, and 14 sporadic strains.
(ii) Related MRSA. Molecular epidemiological surveillance of MRSA in our area allowed the identification of a group of isolates that all differed by no more than six bands in PFGE restriction patterns (genetically related). However, a predominant pattern has never been observed, as it is the case for epidemic strains spreading in our area. We selected 48 isolates of this group from 51 isolates that were collected in a 2-year period of time (2003 to 2004) .
(iii) LTC MRSA. During the MRSA surveillance in our hospital over the last 10 years, we collected isolates from over 2,000 patients. From these patients, we identified those for whom at least two isolates were available and selected 24 showing the longest period of time between the first and the last isolate (ranging from 214 to 1,722 days). Only pairs of isolates that differed by no more than six bands in their PFGE restriction profiles were included and considered long-term carriers (LTCs). Previously, it had been shown that isolate pairs of LTCs with more than six band differences should be considered two genetically different strains (3) .
Primer design for PCR amplification. The repeat-containing regions of genes clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa were chosen for molecular typing (see Fig. 1 ). These regions are located in the 3Ј half for all genes (see Fig. 1 ). On the basis of DNA sequence alignments from seven publicly available S. aureus genome sequences (strains Mu50, N315, MW2, MSSA476, COL, MRSA252, and NCTC8325), we targeted primer binding sites at conserved regions flanking the repeat-containing region. Primer sequences, their positions on database sequences, lengths, and specific melting temperatures are summarized in Table 1 .
Molecular procedures. Bacterial isolates were grown overnight in 1 ml of brain heart infusion in 96-well plates. After lysis of 100 l precipitated bacteria in 200 l lysis buffer (1ϫ Tris-EDTA buffer, 0.35 M NaCl, and 0.05 mg/ml lysostaphin), DNA was obtained as described previously (4) . PCR and sequencing were performed as described previously (17) with the following differences. For PCR and sequencing reactions, the annealing temperatures were adjusted according to each primer pair's optimal annealing temperature. During PCR, cycling extension time (72°C) was 2 min in all cases. Purification of PCR mixtures and sequencing reaction mixtures was carried out using Montage PCR 96 kit (Millipore) and Montage SEQ 96 kit (Millipore), respectively, following the manufacturer's instructions. Purified sequencing reaction mixtures were analyzed using an ABI 3730 sequencer (Applied Biosystems) with standard conditions. Sequence read errors were removed by visual inspection of electropherograms. Contigs of each gene sequence were assembled with ContigExpress of the software package Vector NTI Advance 10 (Invitrogen).
Resolution of the markers. Discriminatory power was evaluated by the number of types (variant alleles) and by calculation of the index of discrimination (ID) (13) . Variant alleles were taken into account beginning from the smallest possible genetic difference, i.e., a point mutation. In general, we consider that discriminatory power positively correlates with the number of types found.
The index of discrimination was calculated from the distribution of types with the Discriminatory Power Calculator (http://biophp.org/stats/discriminatory_power /demo.php). It describes the probability that two unrelated isolates drawn at random from a given population will be placed into different typing groups. An ID value of 1 would indicate that the typing method was able to distinguish each isolate from all others. Conversely, an index of 0 would indicate that all isolates were of an identical type.
Marker stability and microevolution. Short-term in vivo genetic changes of clfA, clfB, and spa and genetic differences between highly related isolates were analyzed to study the stability of markers and their microevolution. We compared sequences of isolates that were obtained from LTC patients at two different moments in time. The length of the period of time without genetic changes was taken as a measure of stability. Genetic differences between the first and second isolates could be due to (i) polymerase slippage during replication leading to duplication or loss of DNA repeat(s), (ii) misincorporation of nucleotides leading to point mutations, or (iii) acquisition or replacement of repeats by foreign repeats. Changes following the definition of the first two points were considered clonal events, while those of the third point were considered events of recombination. By scoring the number of events for either type of event, the genetic evolution of spa and clfB during a short period of time was investigated.
Isolates with no difference in PFGE patterns are generally considered highly related. Given the close relationship of isolates within one PFGE group, we hypothesized that isolates with a single allelic difference have evolved from isolates with predominant (most frequent) alleles. Therefore, first, groups of isolates with identical PFGE patterns were formed. Within these groups, we then identified the predominant and variant alleles for clfA, clfB, and spa. We analyzed the genetic differences found in isolates that differed in one marker from the predominant types. These were classified according to the above criteria.
Genetic relatedness. The question that is often asked when two isolates are found to be different by a typing method is are they related or unrelated? For PFGE in outbreak investigation, it has been arbitrarily decided that isolates with one to six band differences should be considered genetically related (25) . On the basis of PFGE data, we grouped isolates according to these criteria and genetically related isolates were marked with the same letter. Within these groups, isolates were marked with a numerical identifier. Using gene sequences as markers, relatedness could be established using evolutionary tools. However, for repeat regions of genes, these methods fail to work, as deletion or duplication of a repeat will not be considered a single genetic event. We aimed to overcome this problem by analyzing regions of DNA within the repeat regions that are putatively more conserved. Alignments of alleles, obtained from highly related isolates, revealed that gain and loss of repeats mainly occurred in the middle of the repeat regions. This led us to analyze only the first two, three, or five repeats and the DNA sequence flanking the repeat region. Grouping of isolates using this approach was compared to PFGE and MLST data (when available).
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. DNA sequences have been submitted to the EMBL database (accession numbers AM406818 to AM407390).
RESULTS
Repeat-containing regions of clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa. DNA sequences of the repeat-containing regions of clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa were obtained. The length of DNA sequences was found to be variable between isolates, mostly due to variation in the number of repeats. The fnbA and spa genes contained two different repeat motifs, and variation between isolates was observed for both ( Fig. 1 ). For fnbA, the first motif (D) had a length of 114 bp and was repeated three to five times. The second motif had a length of 42 bp and was repeated between three and seven times (comprised within region W R ). For spa, the first motif had a length of 174 bp and was repeated four to five times (Fig. 1 , spa, boxes A to E). The second repeat motif, which is used for spa typing, had a length of 24 bp and was found to vary between 6 and 16 times (comprised within region W R ). The clfA and clfB genes contained only one repeat region (SD repeat region). For clfB, the repeat motif was previously determined and comprised 18 bp (16) . According to the previously defined search algorithm, in this study, the repeat motif was repeated between 12 and 53 times. Similar to clfB, the repeat motif for clfA was found to comprise 18 bp. The number of repeats varied between 21 and 50 times.
Typeability. For clfA, clfB, and spa, amplification products were obtained for all 144 tested strains. For fnbA, no amplification product was obtained for three strains. Additional analyses using a primer set designed for amplification of the first half of the gene showed that fnbA was also present in these strains (data not shown). Most likely, sequence variation in primer binding sites accounted for the lack of amplification.
Resolution of markers. The performance of each marker (except for MLST) was determined for three data sets, all 144 isolates, genetically diverse MRSA, and clonally related MRSA (Table 2 ). In all data sets, PFGE showed the best performance with either parameter, number of types (63, 17, and 41, respectively) and ID (0.96, 0.86, and 0.99). None of the four markers alone could match this resolution, and this is most evident when looking at the analysis of clonally related MRSA. Of all sequence-based markers, clfB performed best in the number of types (54, 12, and 31, respectively) and spa alone performed best in ID (0.90, 0.59, and 0.97, respectively).
In order to later reduce the workload and cost, we wanted to know how much resolution could be obtained with either 3Ј or 5Ј partial sequences of the repeat region. Beginning from either end, these sequences comprised a short part of the conserved flanking sequence plus a given number of repeats to obtain a length of approximately 500 bp.
As expected, 3Ј and 5Ј partial sequences showed lower resolution than the entire regions did. Yet, for all markers we observed better resolution with 3Ј partial sequences than with 5Ј partial sequences, and we observed that the resolution obtained with 3Ј partial sequences did not greatly differ from the resolution with the entire repeat regions. The majority of the resolution can be found within the 3Ј partial sequences.
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa, constructed on the basis of data from a previous report (8) . Boxes indicate segments of each gene with signal sequences (S), wall-spanning regions (W), repeated and conserved wall-spanning regions (W R and W C , respectively), and membrane-spanning regions (M). Boxes labeled A to E are domains that were previously assigned. Repeated segments are indicated with vertical black and white shadings (each segment represents one repeat motif), whereas regions with small repeat motifs are indicated with horizontal black and white shading. Small arrows indicate primer annealing sites located in conserved regions flanking the repeat-containing regions. The different sequences of regions used for analyses are indicated by lines above the boxes. Continuous black lines represent the whole amplified repeat-containing regions (clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa), long arrows indicate 500-bp partial sequences of the 3Ј or 5Ј region of the genes (3p500 or 5p500, respectively) which were taken for analysis. PCR amplification products varied in size mostly due to variation in repeat number; thus, it is possible that partial 5Ј and 3Ј sequences overlap.
For clfA, clfB, and spa, the lengths of the selected 3Ј partial sequences were 498 bp, 508 bp, and 501 bp, respectively, comprising 27, 25 and 13 repeats, respectively. For spa, this meant that in 131 isolates of all 144 isolates (91%), the entire X-repeat region (as it is used for spa typing) was comprised because only 13 or less repeats were present.
To further increase resolution, we formed and tested pairwise combinations of markers using 3Ј partial sequences of spa, clfA, and clfB. Due to the generally low resolution obtained with fnbA, no combination was tested with this marker, and it was excluded from further analyses. We found that all three combinations performed better than any single entire repeatcontaining marker sequence. Considering the number of types and the ID, the best performance in resolution was achieved with the 3Ј combination of clfB and spa, which was similar to that obtained with PFGE (Table 2 ). This combination was taken for further analysis. For naming purposes, we kept the type numbers for alleles of both markers and called the combination a double-locus sequence type (DLST) for future typing approaches.
Our analysis of the collection of highly diverse MRSA showed that the majority of the studied markers had an ID value of Ͼ0.90, ranging from 0.76 to 0.99. However, for the collection of clonally related MRSA, we observed a much wider ID range from 0.04 to 0.86. This marked difference between collections showed that ID values obtained from collections including highly diverse MRSA were skewed toward 1. As a result, it appeared that the two worst performing markers among related MRSA, 5Ј spa and 5Ј clfA (ID values of 0.04 and 0.08, respectively) showed reasonably good resolution among genetically highly diverse MRSA (ID values of 0.85 and 0.91, respectively). Thus, the collection of isolates taken for analysis had a great influence on the evaluation of a marker's performance.
Genetic relatedness.
A comparison of 57 DLSTs and 63 pulsotypes is summarized in Table 3 . We observed differences in the groups formed on the basis of either PFGE or DLST data, in that identical isolates of either group are found to vary with the other method. Examples were DLSTs 1-1, 2-2, 4-4, 3-3, 3-34, and 8-5, which all comprised at least two different PFGE types. Conversely, we observed PFGE types A, A1, C, C1, C10, and C12 that were present in at least two different DLSTs.
For the analysis of genetic relationships with putative conserved repeat regions, we observed that the 3Ј flanking sequence plus three spa repeats and five clfB repeats performed best and that some congruence was apparent in comparison to PFGE and MLST data. Similar to DLST, numerical identifiers were given to each type. To distinguish types obtained this way from DLST, we called them DLST-R types, because they were restricted to a limited number of repeats. Six groups of isolates with identical DLST-R type were found. Compared to MLST data, we noted that none of the DLST-R types was found in different CCs, meaning that no evidence for potential homoplasy was found. We also observed that different STs were included within DLST-R groups (Table 3) .
Marker stability. Analysis of 24 LTC isolates showed that no genetic changes were found for the entire repeat region of clfA during a period of 2 years and in clfB, fnbA, and spa during a period of 3 years. For the proposed 3Ј partial sequences, we found no changes for clfA and fnbA, while for clfB and spa, we found changes only after more than 4 years. Overall, six LTC pairs comprised genetic differences (Table 4) . Of these, only one pair comprised differences within 3Ј partial sequences. We observed more genetic differences in PFGE patterns (6 of 24 related isolates) than in any of the sequence-based markers (0 to 3 of 24 related isolates). In general, we noticed that the greater the time interval between the first and second isolates, the more observed genetic changes. No such correlation was a Partial gene sequences (500 bp) of the 3Ј or 5Ј region of the genes are indicated by 3p500 or 5p500, respectively. b The index of discrimination (ID) was calculated by the method of Hunter (13) . c ND, not determined.
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a The combination of the type numbers for the alleles of the markers clfB_3p500 and spa_3p500. b The type numbers for the alleles of the markers clfB_3p500 and spa_3p500 considering only five and three repeats, respectively.
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on December 24, 2017 by guest http://jcm.asm.org/ found with PFGE types, where the differences appeared independently of time (Table 4) . Microevolution of the markers. Differences in microevolutionary patterns between markers were studied by observing in vivo genetic changes of 24 pairs of LTC isolates and by studying differences between isolates that shared the same PFGE type. For eight pairs of LTC isolates, the following 10 genetic changes were recorded (Table 4) . For clfA, two pairs comprised one point mutation. For clfB, one pair showed one partial repeat duplication (12 bp), one pair showed a deletion of three repeats (54 bp), and one pair showed two deletions of one repeat (18 bp). For spa, one pair showed one point mutation, one pair showed a deletion of the first repeat motif (174 bp), and one pair showed two deletions, one comprising one repeat (24 bp) and the other comprising two repeats (48 bp). All events were concordant with genetic changes due to clonal evolution.
Among the 144 studied isolates, we found five groups of isolates with indistinguishable PFGE patterns (A, A16, C, C10, and C1) ( Table 5) . Within these groups, seven variant alleles were found, three for spa, two for clfA, and two for clfB. Two variant alleles (spa type 34 and clfA type 22) were found in two different PFGE patterns, subtypes C and C1. Genetic differences were due to five deletions, one point mutation, and one duplication. All genetic differences were concordant with genetic changes in clonal evolution (Table 5) .
DISCUSSION
The data of the present study showed that the combination of partial 3Ј DNA sequences of clfB and spa can serve as useful genetic markers for typing MRSA at the local epidemiological level. So far, PFGE has undoubtedly been the method of Here, we present evidence that spa typing alone based on the X-repeat region or almost the entire gene can clearly not match the resolution of PFGE in epidemiological investigations. On the basis of data obtained with clfB typing alone, it was proposed that the combination of spa and clfB for typing should lead to increased resolution in local epidemiological analyses (16) . In this study, we show for the first time that the resolution obtained with the combination of partial 3Ј spa and clfB sequences is indeed comparable to the performance of PFGE. Both markers are located outside the staphylococcal chromosome cassette (SCC mec), thus also allowing typing of methicillin-susceptible S. aureus. Importance of clonally related MRSA. The striking evidence for a difference in resolution between spa typing and PFGE was observed with the collection of clonally related MRSA isolates. Almost all previous studies that aimed to compare sequence-based methods to PFGE determined typing performance on the basis of collections of genetically diverse isolates from different major clones (12, 15, 16) . Indeed, similar to these studies, when only the collection of genetically diverse isolates was considered, we observed no clear difference in resolution between PFGE and spa typing. Markers showed a fairly good performance in resolution (ID of Ͼ0.90), except for typing with fnbA.
It seems obvious that, if resolution is evaluated on isolates that were selected in order to represent the overall diversity of the species (e.g., obtained with MLST), most typing methods will show a great power in resolution. Therefore, we think that evaluation of performance in resolution should also be done with isolates that are genetically related. Our data are limited in the way that 48 related isolates from only one clone were considered. However, it is of note that most of the isolates of LTCs belonged to one of the four major clones encountered in our area, thereby increasing the proportion of related isolates within the overall 144 studied isolates. Also, this collection showed similar trends in levels of discrimination. Our evidence is supported by the only previous study that compared spa typing to PFGE at a local epidemiological level showing that the number of genotypes obtained with spa typing was lower than with PFGE (22) .
Correlation between number of types and ID. In general, a positive correlation between the number of types and ID was observed. However, when considering only the number of types or ID, significant information about the performance of a marker in epidemiological analyses might be missed. This was based on two observations. First, clfB systematically showed higher number of types than clfA or spa, even though ID values were comparable. Second, pairwise marker combinations with clfA resulted in a smaller number of types than for the combination of spa and clfB, whereas ID values were comparable. This could be explained with the calculation of ID which took into account the frequency of types, while unique genotypes (represented by only one isolate) did not affect the resulting ID value. For this reason, despite the higher number of unique genotypes observed in clfB compared to clfA (data not shown), there was no difference in ID value. In this study, we considered both the number of types and ID for the evaluation of performance. The combination of clfB and spa was found to be superior to combinations comprising clfA.
Analysis of partial sequences. Partial sequences comprising 500 bp were taken for analysis. For the majority of isolates, the 3Ј partial sequences of spa comprised the entire X-repeat region with its small 24-bp repeat motif, while its 5Ј partial sequence almost exclusively comprised the other 174-bp repeat motif. Partial sequences of fnbA showed a similar organization: its 3Ј partial sequences were located within a region comprising most of the small 42-bp repeat motif, while its 5Ј partial sequences were located in a region comprising the bigger 114-bp repeat motif. Because the 3Ј and 5Ј partial sequences of both markers each comprised a different repeat motif, this might explain the difference in resolution.
For both clfA and clfB, 3Ј and 5Ј partial sequences covered equally sized proportions of the same SD repeat region. Therefore, we expected, in contrast to our findings with fnbA and spa, no differences in resolution between 3Ј and 5Ј partial sequences. Surprisingly, similar to fnbA and spa, we observed an increased resolution of 3Ј partial sequences compared to 5Ј fragments. Yet, we have no explanation for such a difference in resolution within the same repeat-containing region.
Marker stability. Epidemiological analyses at a local level aim at identifying transmission of isolates. This requires that markers used in these analyses are stable during the period of investigation, i.e., during several years. For the chosen 3Ј partial sequence markers of clfB and spa, we observed no genetic changes in pairs of isolates collected from the same patients at intervals of time of several months to 4 years. These results are in concordance with two previous studies on clfB and spa, which did not find any genetic changes during the period of investigation of 21 months and 5 years, respectively (10, 16) . A third, more detailed, study of the in vivo stability of the X region showed that the first genetic changes appeared after an average period of 5.8 years (70 months) (14) . The overall congruence between previous findings and our findings led us to conclude that both markers are sufficiently stable for epidemiological investigations at a local level.
For all markers, when the entire repeat regions were considered, we observed more genetic changes than for partial sequences, indicating that entire repeat regions were less stable. Yet, if compared to PFGE, this stability was still superior. In addition, while the number of genetic changes in sequencebased markers increased with the period of time, there was no such correlation observable for PFGE. Thus, with regards to marker stability, there is a clear advantage of sequence-based markers over PFGE for use in epidemiological investigations.
A limitation of our approach resides in the fact that the second isolate might not be a direct descendant of the first isolate (e.g., strain replacement). This was likely not the case in our collection, because all pairs of isolates have either identical or related PFGE patterns, confirming their clonal relatedness. In addition, we would have expected that replacement of clones occurred independently of time. The pairs identified here were obtained from all pairs of isolates from the surveillance of MRSA over a 15-year period of time, and they were the most distant couples in time. They represent the most likely cases where marker changes can be observed during long-term carriage. The analysis of additional couples of isolates that are less distant in time would probably not significantly change the current outcome.
Stability of markers can also be assessed by the analysis of isolates from well-defined outbreaks. In a previous study, it was shown that, considering identical periods of time, LTC isolates showed a greater number of related PFGE patterns than outbreak isolates (3) . We therefore propose, for local epidemiological investigations using these sequence-based markers, that a chain of transmission should be suspected only when indistinguishable isolates are found.
Genetic relatedness. Whereas during local epidemiological investigations, the DLST markers are highly stable, they probably undergo changes during long-term epidemiological investigations (e.g., the international surveillance of clones). In these cases, related genotypes should also be considered. Such relatedness could be established using phylogenetic tools. However, for repeat regions of genes, these methods fail to work, as deletion or duplication of a repeat will not be considered a single genetic event. We overcame this problem by considering repeat regions that are more conserved (DLST-R). Grouping of isolates with this approach did indeed show some congruence with PFGE and MLST data. However, several exceptions were observed, which led us to reconsider the definition of clones and their biological or epidemiological relevance.
Markers of any typing system will over time accumulate mutations and thus are subject to change. The types of differences and in what period of time they occur depend on the nature of markers. Isolates that likely have evolved from each other could be grouped in a clone. The cutoff to define a clone has always arbitrarily been chosen (e.g., six [or less] band differences for PFGE, Ͼ80% similarity with other typing techniques). As observed in our study, such grouping of isolates depends on the markers used. This suggests that these groupings have no biological or epidemiological significance. In contrast, at a higher level, the evolutionary significance of clonal complexes defined by MLST data of S. aureus has been established. Further research is needed to describe the infrastructure of these clonal complexes.
Microevolutionary changes of markers. Our study suggests that the occurrence of either point mutations or loss or gain of repeats (repeat mutations) depends on the studied marker. Analysis of both LTC isolates and isolates from groups showing indistinguishable PFGE patterns suggested that only point mutations occurred in clfA, only repeat mutations (duplication and deletion of repeats) occurred in clfB, and both point mutations and repeat mutations occurred in spa. To confound these trends, more work needs to be done with a greater number of isolates. If true, this could mean that depending on the gene, evolution could be the result of different patterns of mutations (point mutations and/or repeat mutations).
We found that genetic differences between highly related genotypes were the result of clonal changes and indicated clonal microevolution. No evidence for replacement of one or several repeats by foreign repeats could be suspected. This is in line with the results of previous population genetic analyses studying S. aureus evolution, which showed a predominant clonal structure of even highly diverse genes (7, 17, 19) . It is noteworthy that in the present study, conclusions have been limited to isolates with single locus differences, while other isolates of the same PFGE group contained differences in at least two loci and were not considered.
A simple DLST scheme. So far, S. aureus typing methods based on repeat-containing regions were performed by amplifying and sequencing the entire region, then determining each repeat type, and finally, identifying the genotype (15, 16) . We showed that the majority of genotypic variation can be captured with an arbitrary approach by considering only 500 bp starting from the 3Ј end of a marker. By defining a given marker length, we deliberately discarded information about repeat organization and considered alleles only at the level of nucleotides. As a result of this decision, no special search algorithms and assembly procedures were needed. In addition, this way we ensured that genetic differences contributed with equal importance to allele differences and thus to discriminatory power. Simple comparison with an international or local database comprising presently available allele sequences could serve for epidemiological interrogation.
Single-strand sequencing strategy. Sequencing both strands is the currently accepted standard for reliable sequence analyses. However, a recent study reported that by single-strand sequencing of a set of housekeeping MLST genes, only 0.2% of 2,795 alleles were wrongly identified (20) . This low error rate should be taken into account but will probably not affect conclusions of local epidemiological investigations. Therefore, we consider that technical errors associated with single-strand sequencing are outweighed by the increase in speed and the reduction in costs associated with analysis.
Sequencing technology has constantly been improved, and state-of-the-art techniques allow reliable sequence reads of up to 650 bp in only one strand. Sequence analysis software allocates quality values to peaks in electrophoretic patterns, which can be used for standardization and evaluation of reliability. As our method requires only 500 bp of clfB and spa, we therefore propose that single-strand sequencing is adequate for typing.
The main reason to choose partial sequences has been to reduce time, cost, and labor associated with typing. Indeed, by reducing the work amount involved in typing an isolate to one DNA extraction, two PCRs, and two sequencing reactions, including the analysis with a sequencer, the associated costs could be reduced to $12 on the basis of the presented protocols. As indicated in Materials and Methods, all procedures were performed in a 96-well format, which resulted in an average time investment of 2.5 days (18 h of work) for 96 samples. All procedures could easily be incorporated in a robotized work flow, and technical procedures could be further improved, thereby reducing the turnaround time.
Other typing methods have recently been developed, including multilocus variable-number tandem repeat analysis-and single-nucleotide polymorphism-based genotyping assays (9, 23) . Both methods are characterized by low cost and time investments combined with great typeability and little ambiguity in data sets. Yet, no sequencing is required. To evaluate whether they could be used as alternatives to PFGE, comparison of their performances, especially the discriminatory power using collections of related isolates and the stability of the markers as suggested in this study, will be needed.
Conclusions. By using a local epidemiological collection of isolates, we showed clear differences in discriminatory power VOL. 45, 2007 DLST FOR EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TYPING OF S. AUREUS 61 between PFGE, clfA, clfB, fnbA, and spa. None of the markers alone could match the resolution of PFGE, but comparable values were obtained by combining the 500-bp 3Ј partial sequences of spa and clfB repeat regions. We showed that these two markers were stable over a period of time similar to those of local epidemiological investigations. The combination of high typeability, reproducibility, and discriminatory power, together with low cost, ease of use, and unambiguous definition of types, renders these two markers candidates of choice for epidemiological analyses.
